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Human Capital: Education and Agriculture, .
byWallaceE. Huf^an' , , . • .
, Education iswidely cohsidered tobethe most important form'of Human capital (Becker
1993, p.l-is). Amajor part offormal education or general intellectual achievement is obtained
inelementary and second^ schools and in colleges/universities. Althipugh there are differences
mexactly what these institutions teach in different parts ofthe world/common components are
skills, knowledge, anda method of analyzing problems (Schultz 1963, p.1-19; Becker 1993,
p.1-13; Bishop 1989). Investments of students' and teachers' time and other inputs are used in
theschooling process, andschooling of an individual beyond thepermanent literary-level, which
is generally 3 to 4 years of fomal schooling, has lifetime impacts on almost all of hisor her .
activities. These are widely accepted to include labor productivity and wage rates, but also
include choices of occupation, geographical location, information acquisition, and technology.
In agriculture, the returns to schooling seem to increase substantially as a country goesfrom
traditional agriculti^e tomodernizing, which creates a dynamic tecMcal and economic
environment req^ng information acquisition, technology evaluation, and adjustments to change
(Schultz, 1964; Schultz 1975; Becker 1993, p.1-13).
The objectiveof this paper is to presenta reviewand synthesisof the broad effectsof
education on agricultiu-e and to suiimiarize where major contributions lie andwhere major gaps
exist in the literature. The first section presents a conceptual framework for ediication's
contribution. The second section reviews and synthesizes the empirical evidence which is
organized around the topics of (1) choices about where to work,. (2) technology adoption and
information acquisition, (3) agricultural productipn, (4) agricultural productivity decomposition,
and (5) household income. The third section presents a summ^ ofmajor contributions and
research gaps in the literature. . ^
A Conceptual Framework
Overview
Growth in knowledge seeins to be amajor factor causing the long-term rise in labor
productivity, real wage rates, and per capita incomes in riiarket economiesr First, as the stock
ofknowledge grows, the opportunities for individuals to invest in specialized knowledge (e.g.,
schooling, training) that raises their productivity occurs (iSecker and M^hy 1993; Jones 1998,
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p.71-87). Hence, thereturns to labor's specialization arise through workers taking onnarrower
and more specialized tasks, but to getoutput produced, this means thata group ofworkers having
different skillsmust cooperate together. "Team production" within or across firms raises special
incentive problems (Gibbons 1998; Becker and Murphy 1993). As thedegree of specialization
of labor and tasks increases, the number ofdifferent tasks and specialists that must be
coordinated increases. For the contmuation of this growth process emphasizing knowledge
accumulation and specialization, an economy mustfind newways to reduce team-labor
coordinating costs. Economies thathave high coordination/ transaction costs because of a weak
economic exchange system (i.e., absence of private property, weakcontracts, suppressed prices
and markets) reduce ihe incentives forworkers and jSrms to specialize, given any stock of
knowledge, andreduce labor productivity and percapita incomes (Williamson 1985).
Second,as the stock of knowledge grows thie opportunities to producenew technologies
that become einbodiedin newcapital goods (e.g., Romer 1990) and intermediate goods (see
Jones 1998, p.88-107; Huffman and Evenson 1993) occur. These innovations are frequently
adopted inmanufacturing, agriculture, and other sectors. Considerable evidence exists for the
United States that unskilled labor and capital services are substitutes in manufacturing, but
skilled laborand capital services are complements (see Orazem et al. 1997; Griliches 1969,
1970). More generally, capital services and labor become less substitutable as the skills of labor
increase, and laborand capital services eventually become complements, especially for college
trained labor. This means that as knowledge and technologyadvance, the demand for skilled
(more highly educated) labor grows relative to thedemand for less skilled (educated) labor, and
thepotential exists for a rise in thereal (and relative) wage of skilled labor.
Production on farms is one ofbiologicalprocesses, but major differences exist between
crop and livestock production. The seasonal and spatial nature ofcrop production place severe
constraints on largescale or specialized units andmechanized production. With plantbiological
(clocks) processes sequenced byday-length and temperature, little opportunity exists to use
mechanization to speed up theproduction processes, even on large farms. Because planting and
harvesting for any given crop must occur within a narrow time window at any location, a major
limit to size of specialized enterprises occurs. Crop rotation, ornonspecialized production, has
historically been one important method for controlling pest and disease problems incrops and
balancing soil nutrient availability with plant nutrient needs. Chemical and biological control of
pests and chemical fertilizer applications are relatively new technologic^ alternatives to crop
rotation, and they have facilitated crop specialization.
Because plants occupy fixed land area as they grow, machines suitable for mechanization
ofcrop production must be mobile and move across the fields orthrough plant materials that are
fixed in location. Furthermore, machinesmust be small relative to plot or field sizes. Thus, a
special type ofmechanization is required for crops. This contrasts with industrial (and livestock)
production where the production plant is fixed and materials move through it. The latter type of
production permits workers to become specialized inone phase ofthe total production process
3and this has aided labor productivity inthe indus^.al sector ofdeveloped countries. .It isdifficult
for workers incrop production to be fully employed and to specialize inany phase ofproduction.
Livestock production isrelatively free pfconstraints due to seasonal and spatid .
attributes. It is economically feasible to. speed up orslow the rate ofproduction bychanging the
diet and activity level.ofanimals arid poultry.during the growing and finishing phases.
Production can beorgariizedin sequential phases where all ph^es from birth to finishing occur. .
onone farm orwhere different farms specialize.in different phases.. Advances in animal.health .
products, animal feeding, housing and equipment, and management have made it technically .
possible to speed up the growing and finishmg phases by usmg large confined animal production
systems which greatly increase animal densities and populations. To further reduce dise^e •
problems in" large animal confined systems, animals ofdifferent ages can,be segregated and
raised apart in"all-in, all-out" systems. With the growing and fmishing ofanimals and birds ina
facility inphased groups, livestock production becomes similar toproduction of industrial goods
where workers have the opportunity to specialize in a particular phaseof production.
Whenfirms are heterogeneous withina sectoror have some specializedresources-e.g.,
land, climate, knowledge- the potential impact of newtechnologies will differacross them. It is
costly foir entrepreneurs to^acquire information, evaluate theavailable technologies, and adopt
onlythe newones that are.expected tOjinake thembetteroff: Considerable evidence exists that
schooling of entrepreneurs becomes a valuable skillwhen the technology is changing, for
example when agricultureundergoesa transition fromtraditional to modernizing (Schultz1975;
Becker 1993; Huffman 1998).' '
Agricultural Household Models - ". ..
The behavior of agricultural households has-beenmodeled from different perspectives
depending on the centtal issue researchers are considering. Ifhuman capital .inyestment.
decisions-e.g., how much schooling, informal training, and inforination to obtain or whether to
adopt a new technology-are the central focus,-inodels ofmulti-period household utility
maximization Viith human capital production or innovation have provided a useful guide to.
empirical.models. Ifhoiiseholdmembers have obtained their human capital, e;g., formal
education, and the impact of this human capital on other outcomes-e.g., occupational choice,
hours ofwork, purchased input use, wage rates, income-are the central focus, one-period static
agricultural household models have provided a useful guide to researchers about which variables
are expected to affect behavior or outcomes and how they might.be related.- In particular,
behavioral,models provide one useful-guide to researchers for deciding-wluch variables should
be treated as endogenous, e.g., choices, and which are exogenous or causal variables. . ,
In the following two subsections, two representative agricultural household models are
outlined. One is a multi-period dynamic agricidtural household model, ^d the other is.a single-
period static, agricultural household model. , . .. •
AThree-Period Model with Human Capita! Production and Investment. Buildingon the
muhiperiod household decision model ofGhez and Beeker (1975), thehuman capital (e.g.,
education) investment model ofBen-Porath (1967) and Mincer (1974, p.14-15), and theone-
period agricultural household models ofSingh et al. (1986) and Huffinan (1991b), a multiperiod
agricultural household focused onconsumption, human capital production, farm production, and
human capital service allocation is presented. Tocapture themain economic issues in human
capital investment decisions butyet tokeep the model simple enough that many of its
implications are easily interpretable, I assume that the household is risk-neutral and has a three-
periodplanninghorizonor lifetime.
In eachperiod, the farm household is assumed to consimie human capital services (i.e.,
leisure, L,j, j=t, t+1, t+2) and goods (Xy ), and to have awell-behaved intertemporal utility
function:
The household faces technology constraints on the production of human capital and farm output.
First, theproduction of thehuman capital in each period, i.e., the investment, is assumed to use
two variable inputs: human capital services (L2j) from anindividual's initial human capital
endowment or pasthuman capital investment, a purchased input (X2j ), and a fixed individual or
household specific genetic or innate ability factor (A2):
Z,. =F,(L,j,Xy,A,). F,(0,X,.,A,) =0.F,(L,j,0,A,) i 0. (2)
F2( ) exhibits decreasing returns to scale inLj and X2. Hence, when the input prices of Lsj and X2j
are fixed to the household, the assumptionofdecreasingreturns imphes that marginal cost is
rising with added Zjj. For schooling, this assumption reflects the upper limit on mental capacity
of an individual to learn in each period.
Second, the production of farm output is assumed to use twovariable inputs andone -
fixed input. Thevariable inputs arehuman capital services of household members (Lsj) and
purchase inputs ), and the fixed input is technology and agro-climatic conditions (A3):
Z3. =F3(L3j,X3j,A3). (3)
The farm production function is assimied to exhibit decreasing retum to scale in L3 and X3 in the
region ofanoptimal solution, e.g., due tonatural limitations placed ontheproduction process by
agro-climatic conditions.^
To facilitate themodeling, human capital mvestments are assumed to change the quantity
ofhuman capital services available, butthey do not affect the wage rate perunit ofhuman capital
service. Hence, this is a model where human capital investments augment the effective number
of units of human time that are available each period rather thanraising thewage per unit of
actual time worked. The later approach is the one taken by the hedonic wage literature, e.g..
Mincer (1974) and Willis (1986). • - ^ • i
The household has an initial human capital endowment K,®; human capital is permitted
to depreciate over time at a rate 6,0 ^ 6 < 1 due to obsolescenceor wearing out, and the human
capit^ services available to the household iii each period are: -
t+2
L. = aKj =a<£
j=t . - . ' . ^
(4)
where a (> 0) is the time invariant rate of conversion ofhuman capital stock to services and y
equals 1, adjusting himian capital investment (a flow) to a stock. The available human capital
services are allocated among four activities: leisure (L,j), human capital production (Ljj), farm
production (Ljj ), and wage work (Lj^):
2: 0. (5)
Because human capital services allocated in any period j to human^capital production, farm
productions, and wage work can be zero, a non-negativity constraint is imposed on these choices.
The household faces a multiperiod cash budget consttaint:
t+2 P3JZ3J-W.L;
j=t (l+r)»-j
t+2
= E E
i=i j=t (1+ry-'
(6)
where P3] is the (expected) price off^ output and Pjj is the (expected) price ofthe purchased
consumption goods, inputs into human capital production, or inputs into farm production,
respectively. The (expected) wage rate per unit ofhuman capital services is Wj; Cj s 0 is any
fixed cost associated with thehousehold's production orconsuinption activities, e.g., on licenses
or fees; and r is a fixed discount rate.
Ifequation (3) is substituted into equation (6)i then the farm production and multiperiod
budget constraints are combined into one constraint:
t+2
j=t
P3;F3(L3j.X3,.A3)^W.V
(l+ry-»
't+2
= E E
i=l j=t
P.X..C.
(l+ry-'
(7)
The household can now be viewed as making multiperiod consumption, human capital
production, farm production, and labor supply decisions by maximizing equation (1) subject to
equations (7), (2), (4), and (5), including nohnegativityjconstraints. The Kuhn-Tucke'r first-order
conditions are
a(})/aLy =au/3Ljj-x/(i+ry-^ =oj =t.t+i,t+2
dit>/dx,, = au/axj.-Pj./(i+ry"» = o,
d^/dL^^ = C PVz •MPl' - X.
^21 Hi t
^ 0, Ljt ^ 0, Lj, PVz* -MPl' - X,
^21 Hi »
(8)
(9)
= 0, (10)
p,L, az,.,, 3L_, p,;., az,_ au.^, w,a w,,,a(i-6), ^^3t+l ^*^3t+l 3t+2 ^*^3t+2 ^^3t+2 ,
where PV^ + -r r +
=• (1+r) aLj,^, aZj, (l+r)2 aL3,^2 (1+r) (i+r)'
and MP,'; =az,,/aL,,,MP,'= =az,,/ax„.
a(i)/ax„ = c PV' -MPx" - P„
Ht ^2t
^ 0.X2, ^ 0,X2J PV7 -MPv' -P„
Ht •'^2t 2t
PVz •MPl''' -a /(1+r)
^2t*l ^2l»l ' ' ^ ^ ♦ ^2t+l ^ ®*
'2{+l
PV,U-MP.: -^.,/(l^r) = 0
, t ^3t+2 ^^3tf2
where PV- =
" ' (1 +r)^ ^^3t+2 ^^2t+l
a(t)/ax,,,, = C PV' -MPx
H«t-1 -^21+1
-P2w/(l+r) s 0,Z„,, a 0,
X
2t+l
pv; -MPx^
2l*l
a(t)/aL =CP3'-MPL'-;^j/(l+r)'"'sO,L3.aO.
-P„.,/(!-')
L3J CP,; MP,'; -X7(1 +ry -t = 0,
a(t)/ax3j =cP3;-Mp4;-p,j/(i+ry"' =<>,
a(t)/aL" =[-;tj +Wj]/(l+ry,"'<0,L"a0,L" -Xj+W. = 0
= 0,
= 0, (11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
plusequations (7),-(2), (4), and (5),-where ^-/(l+r)"*^ is themarginal-utility of human capital
services in period j and Cis the marginal utility ofdiscounted cash income.
•A-little interpretation ofthe first-order conditions is enlightening.-Equations (8) and (9)
imply the standard condition for optimal mix of consumption goods in each period. The ratios
of the marginal utilities of the two goods should eqiiM the ratio of their respective marginal cost or
shadow price, i.e., =V^ij* Equations (10), (11), (12), arid (13) imply tfiat the
production ofhuman capital (investment) in each period .occurs at minimum cost, i;e.,.
MP, /MPy MP, /MP„ = A.../P_,. Equations (14) and (15) imply that the
production of farm output is atminimum cost in each'period, MP^/MPjj =
Because of the human capita focus of this chapter, equations (10) through (14)'have
special meaning. First, they provide the information about the optimal size of the human capital
investment in eachperiod. It is the quantity or ratewhere the presenty^ue of the.marginal
return from a unit:of Z2-equals the present value ofthe marginal cost. For period t-this implies
=(VMP,';) =(P„/MPx,;).- ' •
Second, insights about the tendency for investing in skill to weakenor strengthen ties to
farming are obtained by examining the present value of the marginal return for There are
two effects-the change in the present value of the additional farm production that results from
allocating part ofan incremental unit ofhuman capital services to this activity, and the change in
the present value ofthe additional labor m^ket earnings that results from allocating the remaining
part of an increment ofhimian capital services to rionfarm wage work.
•The allocationbf^ increment in human capital services between farmproduction and
off-farm work is quite sensitive to the relative impact of human capital on themarginal product
oflabor in farm and non-farm work orto the> elasticity ofdemand faced by^the individual for,
human capital services. If the m^gmal product ofhuman capital services is low, perhaps zero, in
farm production butrelatively large innonfarm wage work, and it is optimal to invest inhuman
capital, then an agricultural household will increase the share ofemployed human capital
services allocated to nonfarm wage work. This outcome might beexpected in countries where
skills are rewarded inthe nonfarm labor market but where new technologies for agriculture are
being developed slowly. Alternatively, wage rates in the nonfarm labor might be unaffected
by skill,- e;g.; due to the physically demariding.nature ofthe work orinstitutional.factors, but
agriculture.might.be receiving a steady stream,ofnew technologies that require skill.to use them
effectively. Inthis scenario, anincrement ofschooling will not affect anindividual's nonfarm
wage butwillraise hismarginal product at farm'work. Hence, if an investment in an increment
ofhuman capital is optim^, an agricultural household will increase the share of its employed •
human capital services that is allocated to farm work. In this case, investing in schooling for ' '
8farm people would not be expected to necessarily cause an exit of schooled individuals from
farms to the cities for work.
Third, given the three-period lifetime, a comparison of the present value of the marginal
return to an investment in period t and t+lshows that delaying the investment from t to t+1
significantly reduces the present value of the marginal return. Hence, it is optimal for
agricultural households to make large human capital investments early in an individual's life
rather than later. Furthermore, it is never optimal in this model for a household to invest any
resources in human capital production in period t+2 because there is cost but no return.
Fourth, because the marginal cost of human capital production is increasing, it will
frequently be optimal for an agricultural household to spread its human capital investment in
an individual over more than one period, even with finite life and associated reduced present
value of the marginal return. Spreading the investment over time is a good decision when the
cost saving exceeds the reduction in returns due to delaying (see Figure 1). Fifth, if the length of
life were to be extended to four periods, e.g., due to better pubhc health measures, this would
increase the demand for human capital investment, and other things being equal, increase life
time human capital (e.g., schooling) investment per individual.
At an interior solution, except 1^1+2 - 0, the model implies that human capital services
are allocated in t and t+1 such that at the margin MU, /C = PV^t-MP, = P,*MPt ^ = W.. Given
I'lj Zjj Ljj l-3j j
the finite planning horizon, the optimal allocation ofhuman capital services in t+2 is such that at
the margin =Pj^MP^J =W^. In these two scenarios, farm production decisions are
separable from household consumption, human capital production, and labor supply decisions,
i.e., farm input/output decisions are static profitmaximizing decisions withWj as the priceof Ljj.
Furthermore, given that life is finite and that investment in human capital early in life increases
the total available human capital services available for allocating later in life, a likely scenario in
the initial period t is that optimal = 0, i.e., none ofan individual's human capital
services is to farm and nonfarm work, and available himian capital services are allocated to
consumption and humancapital production. In this case, the opportunity cost of humancapital
services used in human capital production (consumption) is its marginal value in foregone leisure
(future labor productivity increases).
Asa guide to empirical researchers and research, thismodel hasas endogenous or choice
variables in each period the following: thequantity of goods forconsumption, leisure, and
purchased inputs; inputs for human capital production (investment); human capital services and
purchased inputs; inputs for farm production, human capital services and purchased inputs; and
supply oflabor (human capital services) to the nonfarm labor market. An upper limit to the set
of relevantexogenousvariables is the following list: . W^,
^2t' ^2t+2' ^3t» ^at+l' ^3t+2» P3t'"^3t+i'*^3t+2' ^t+l» *^t+2»"^2' ^3'
A One-Period Static Model. Drawing upon the agricultural household models of Singh et al.
(1986) ^d Huffinan (1991b; 1996b), the farm household is assumed tomake resource allocation
decisions for any production cycle by maximizing utility subjectto resource and technology
constraints. The farm household is assumed to deriye utility from a homerproduced good (Y,)
and from leisure (L):
u =u(y„'l). ' . /. , , . / . 07)
First, the household faces a technology constraint from the farm-household production or
transformation fimction:
F(Y,. Y^, Y3, H,X, A, E) = 0, Y3^ 0,X i 0 ' (18)
where Yj is output ofthe home good, and Yj and Y3 are outputs produced for sale. Output Y3
may or may not be produced, so a non-negativity constraint is imposed. H is hours of fa^-
household work by members, and X is purchased variable inputs, which might not be used, so a
non-negativity constraint is imposed. "A" is technology and agro-climatic conditions,^and E is
an education index ofhousehold decision makers. The production fimction permits adopting
new inputs (and discarding old.ones) and expanding or reducing the number ofoutputs produced.
It also accommodates substitute or complement relationships between variable inputs, and
schooling of the decision maker(s) can enhance teclmical efficiency. For model development,
an asymmetric form of the transformation ftmction is used:
Y2 = f(Y„Y3,H,X,A„E),Y3^^ 0,X ^0., . . (19)
Second,,Ae household faces a human time constraint:,
T = L + H + H„,H^^O -r, (20)
<
where total available time perproduction cycle T isallocated among leisure (L), farm-household
work (H), and off-farm wage work (H^,). Anon-negativity constraint is imposed on because
it may be zero. ' ' ' . . r • • '
Third, the household faces a cash income cbnstr^nt:
I=P2Y2 +P3Y3 +W^H„ +V=W,X " •(21)
where P2 and P3 are the market prices ofY2 and Y3, is the market wage rate for off-farm
work, Vishousehold nonfarm-nonlabor income net ofany fixed costs associated with farm-
10
household production, and isthe market price ofX. All prices are assumed to be given -
to households, but theoff-farm wage rate depends onhuman capital (E)andlocal economic
conditions ((|)), i.e., = W(E, (j)).
If equation (19) is substituted for Y2 inequation (21), then two ofthe three constraints
facing the household are combined:
P^f (Y„ Y3, H, X, A, E) +P3Y3 + +V=W,X. (22)
The household can now be viewed as making consumption, production, and labor supply
decisions (i.e., choice setC:Yj,L, Y3, H , X, and HJ bymaximizmg equation (17) subject to
equations (22) and (20), including the non-negativity constraints. The Kuhn-Tucker first-order
conditions are:
dV/dY^ = (23)
dV/dh = \ (24)
\\:?^bY^ibY^ +P3] £ 0, Y3 i 0. Y3(P2 5Y2/aY3 +P3) = 0 (25)
X^?^dY^/dU - ^2 =0 (26)
A-JP^SY^/ax - WJ £ 0,X ^ O.XCP^aY./ax - w^) =O (27)
A,W„ 0.HJX,W„ -X,) =0 (28)
plus equations (22) and (20) where A, is the marginal utility ofcash income and Xj is the
marginal utility ofhuman tune. With an interior solution, equations (23), (24), and (28) imply
au/aYj
optimal marginal rate ofsubstitution between home goods (Y,) and leisure (L) of ~
- ^2 aY2/ay^ Qj-^j^gj-atiooftheir opportunity costs (aY2/aYi<0). Ifproduction ofY3 is
to occur, the value ofthe marginal reduction ofY2 to produce Y3 must equal the price ofY3
(i.e., -P2 dYjidY-i =P3). At an mterior solution, family labor and purchased inputs are to be used
such that the value oftiie margmal product ofan input equals its respective price (equations (26)
and (27)).
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As a guide to empiricalresearchand researchers, this staticmodel has a slightlydifferent
configuration ofendogenousand exogenous variables than the three-period model. The
endogenous or choice variables^e home-:produced goods (Yi) and leisure (L), productionof Y,,
Y2, and Y3, purchase ofvariable inputsX, and hoursof on-farmand off-farmwork by household
members. The upper limit to set of exogenous variables driving these decisions includes Pi, P2,
P3, Wx, Wm, V, Aj and E. In particular, at an interior solution, the farm production decisions can
be separated from the household consumption and labor supply decisions. Faim input decisions
are then profit maximizing decisions where the price offamily labor is the off-farm wage.
Furthermore, if the household has a "garden" rather than a farm, the agricultural.household
model is applicable to most rural and some urban households.
More About Agriculture
Schooling and experience may be productive or unproductive in agriculture depending on
economic conditions, but in economies with freely mobile resources, agriculture must compete
with other sectors for skilled (and unskilled) labor. The wage to similarly skilled.labor need not
be equal across sectors, but in equilibrium the marginal compensation, including monetary
value ofnonmonetary attributes of the farm and nonfarm work, will be equal. Recently the U.S.
farm-nonfarm compensating differential has been:small (Huffinan 1996a). Although agriculture
can in some cases compete with the nonfami sector on rate of technical change, the opportunities
for raising labor productivity in agriculture through task specialization and coordination or
teamworkmay be modest compared.to the nonfarm sector, i.e., the skilled individual may face a
more inelastic demand for his services on a farm than in a large nonfarm business. Also, the
agricultural sectormay in somecases facesmall market sizeandhighcoordination coststhatput
it at a disadvantage.
Formal schooling is part skill creation, part local culturalization, and part screening. The
composition differs acrosscountries and through the grade levels within a country. Skill creation
generally receives most of the attention in economics, and skill creation fits neatly into a human
capital framework. Primary schooling, which emphasizes literacy, numeracy, and problem
solving skills for its graduates, creates basic skills that are generally productive to farm people
and provide a foundation for secondary and higher education. Secondary schooling encompasses
a range ofskills, sometimes being mainly college preparatory and atthe other extreme being
quite utilitanan. Inthe U.S. before 1890, high schools were primarily college preparatory,
located in cities, and were not teaching skills generally useful to farm people. Starting about
1900, secondary schools inAmerica were transformed into anew and generally useful institution
for the masses, including farm people (Goldin 1998; Goldin and Katz 1999a, 1999b). The new
high schools had anew curricultmi centered around English, geometry, algebra, accounting, and
typing, that could serve as ausefiil terminal degree providing skills for life's work or as college
preparation. These schools were "open," admitting all students who had completed the
requirements ofpublic elementary, schools: From 1910 to 1940, U;S; high school emollment •
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and graduation rates grewrapidly, especi^lyin theGreat Plains, West, andMidwest where
agriculture was relatively important. Higher education becomes potentially useful to fann
people when successful decision making inagriculture reqmres depth ofunderstanding of
science and businessor when farmpeopleneedto prepare for an occupation outside of
agriculture.
In someagricultural environments, experience ratherthan schoolingmay be a more
important form of human capital, while in other environments, schooling hasa major advantage
over experience (Schultz 1964; Becker 1993, p.1-13; Huffman 1991a, 1985). In a static
(political, economic, technical) environment, accumulated experience seems to be a better
investment than schooling. Information accumulatedthrough experience in fanning or working
in the household does not depreciate when the environment is unchanging. Work experience is
a relatively valuable form of training,e.g., farmers can learnmuch that is useful for decision
making from their ownandothers* experiences. However, whenthe political ^d economic
environments are changing in a market economy, or new technologies are regularly becoming
available, skills obtained from formal schooling have an advantage over on-the-job training.
Most new agricultural technologies are geo-climaticor land-specific,and changing technologies
causerapid depreciation in land-specific humancapital. Beingable to make gooddecisions on
infomation acquisition and technology adoption is valuable. Hence, a changingagricultural
environment is expectedto increasethe expected returns to formal schoolingand possiblyto
reduce the opportunity cost of schooling for farm male youth (reduce the expected payoffto
farm-specific human capital) (Foster andRosenzweig 1996). These are all arguments for
allocative efficiency effects of humancapital. Schooling and experience may also enhance the •
technical efficiency at agricultural production activities, but for enhancing technical efficiency,
experience seems likely to bea more unport^t form ofhuman capital in bothstatic and dynamic
environments.
For farmers to have access to new technologies, they must have either a successful
national research anddevelopment (R&D) system or access to international technologies. In all
cases, some special attention must be given to adaptive research tomeet local agricultural
conditions. Farmers in developed countries have access to locally, nationally, and internationally
developed technologies, butthe technologies available indeveloped countries are frequently
limited to theoutput ofthenational public agricultural research system and possibly the
international agricultural research centers.
Empirical Evidence
Choices About Where to Work
Woridwide about one-halfof the labor forceworks in agriculture (TheWoridBank 1997,
p.220-221). Alarge majority are unpaid farm workers-the farmers who make decisions and
,work, and other farm family members who work generally without direct compensation-and a
minority are hked (nonfarm family) workers. Hired workers are generally oftwo types: regular
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full timeand seasonal. Seasonal labordemand variation arises,largely fromthe definite seasonal
pattern to biological events inplants, which creates imusually large labor dem^datplanting,
weeding, and/or harvest tune. The supply ofseasonal agricultural labor generally has a local
component and a migratory component (seeEmerson 1984).
Over the long term the share of the labor force employed inagriculture has declined
dramatically inwhat are iiow developed countries, butslowly ornot at all in low-income or
developing countries (Johnson 1997; OECD 1995). Decisions on schooling by families and
communities are an important factor determining whether individuals work in agriculture or
elsewhere. Even in developed countries where farmers are relatively well educated, hired farm
workers have significantly less education. Forexample, in theUnited States, hired farm workers
have about 50percentasmuch schooling as farm operators (Huf&nan 1996b), andin 1990, 53
percent ofseasonal crop workers had less than 8years of schooling (Gabbard and Mines 1995).
Inthis latter group, about 60 percent were foreign bom and 40percent undocumented.^ This
subsection examines the impactof schoolmg on individuals' choices of where to workin a free
society.
Choosingagriculture. Whetherto work in agriculture.or in another industry is an
important decision worldwide. In India and Chinai .which accoimt for about 40 percent of the
world's population,and in other low-income countries, about 65 percent of the labor force in
1990was employed in agriculture. •In westernEurope, less than 10 percentofthe labor forcewas
employed in agriculture, and in theUnited States the share wasonly3 percent. In noncentrally
planned countries, individuals make a choice of an occupation/industry for work.
Orazem and Mattila (1991) have examined occupational choices for U.S. high school
graduates. .Graduates are assumed to choose the occupation that maximizes their expected
lifetime utility, where indirect utility depends primarily on the mean and variance ofearnings
and income independent of occupational choice.. Their,model is.similar to the three-period
conceptual model presented in the previous,section^^d goes beyond and is superior to the
(lifetime) earnings maximization models (e.g., Ben-Porath 1967). Schooling is also permitted to
produce different.amounts of occupation-specific human capital, i.e., schooling is not equally
productive across occupations. This occupation-specific human capital is a ftmction of the
intensity with which a student invests in school (attendance rate) and school (teacher) quality.
' ' >' . . * * ' , *
They then use the model.to examine the choices ofM^land high school graduates
(1951-69) among eight activities: six occupations (including farming, fishing, and mining)
and two college options. They found that increasing the mean of the. earnings distribution .
(or reducing the variance) for an occupation/activity i increases the probability that activity i
is selected by high school graduates. The quality of secondary schooling is shown to affect -
graduates' activity choices differentially, suggesting.that schooling has an activity-specific and
a general training component. In particular, increasing schooling quality reduces the proportion
of high school graduates going into farming, fishing, ormming relative to otheroccupations, or
continuing with college. Hence, parameters of occupational-earnings distributionsand school-
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quality seem to affect occupational choices ofrural youth infree societies, but there is
considerable potential here for future research onoccupational choice involving agriculture.
Perioff (1991) hasexamined wage workers' industrial choice ofwork (inagriculture
versus nonagriculture) and wages byindustry for U.S. low-educated nonurban workers. Workers
are assumed to choose the industrythat givesthemthe largesttotal currentbenefit, i.e., wage
adjusted for the monetary value ofthe (dis)utility ofwork. The probability ofwage-work in
agriculture is then a function ofindividual, family, and regional attributes. Wage equations by
industry are then a function ofworkers' attributes and regional/state location ofwork.
Tofocus on thepopulation forwhich working in agriculture seemed most relevant,
Perioff limited his sample to nonurban male wage workers who were age 16or older, had9 years
or less of schooling, and were working 15 ormore hours perweek. Thesample is from the 1988
U.S. Current Population Survey. The results showed that a year of additional schooling
increased the probability ofworking inagriculture for workers having less than 5years of
schooling, but reduced the probability for those having more than 5 years. An additional year of
post-schooling experience increased the probability ofchoosing agriculture only for workers
having more than 32 years ofexperience. Aworker being Mexican, non-Mexican Hispanic, or
black increased his probability of choosing agriculture.
Using a hedonic wage equation, Perioff found significant differences in theagriculture
and nonagriculture wage structures. An additional year ofschooling had a (small) positive effect
onthe wage in agriculture upto 5 years but no significant effect onthenonagriculture wage. An
added year ofpost-schooling experience had no significant effect onthewage inagriculture but a
(small) positive effect on the nonagricultural wage up to 33 years. Inagriculture, Mexicans,
other Hispanics, and blacks eamed significantly more than whites, but mnonagriculture, the
blacks eamed 15 percent less than whites, and Mexican and other Hispanics had wage rates
that were notsignificantly different from whites' (with thesame education and experience).
Controlling for demographic differences, the agriculture wage differed significantly across
regions and states, but for nonagriculture, no difference across regions and states existed, except
inCalifomia, where wages were higher. Perioffthen fitted a structural participation equation
using the predicted agricultural-nonagricultural wage differentials adjusted for selectivity,
and found strong positive effects ofthe agriculture-nonagriculture wage differential on the
probability ofworking inagriculture. He concluded that low-education nonurban male wage
workers are quite responsive to the agriculture-nonagriculture wage differential.'*
Migration. As economic conditions change in interconnected labor markets, workers
in free societies invest inmigration to improve their future economic welfare (see thethree-
period model in the previous section), which tends to reduce or elimmate inter-market wage
differences. This complicates the problem ofexplauoing migration because mdividuals are
acting on anticipated wage rate differences rather than the ex post values. Schooling has been
hypothesized to play asignificant role in these adjustments or reallocations because of its effect
on both the costs and returns to migration.
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Migratory agricultural workers incur.movingcosts in exchange for a higher expected ,
wage in a new location. Emerson (1989) examines the earnings structurefor migratory and .
nonmigratorywork and the probability ofmigration for 559 domestic males in a survey of
Florida farm workers. A migrant, an individual who has earnings in two or more states during
the survey year, is hypothesized to have a different earnings structure for nonmigratory work. He
finds that the expected earnings difference betweenmigratory and nonmigratory work increases .
significantly as the probability ofa worker beingmigratory increases. For these workers, the
mean schooling completion level was 6.5 ye^s, and worker's schooling had a positive but not
significantly different from zero (5 percent) effect on being migratory.. • > '
Perloff et al. (1998) examine the migratory responsiveness of seasonal agricultural
service labor to geographical wage differences using the National Agricultural Workers Surveys
1989-1991. They define migration as a worker traveling at least 75 miles for perishable crop
work during a survey year. -They test and confirm the hypothesis that workers who have the
largest expected gain to migration are the ones who actually migrate for work. In a probit
equation explaining the probability of a worker migrating, they find the worker's amount of
schooling has no significant effect." However, a worker's U.S. farm labor market experience
and a worker being female had significant negative effects on the probability ofmigration.
Taylor (1986,1987) examined the decisions of rural Mexican households to allocate aduh
labor to work in Mexico or to work as undocumented labor in the United States. Mexican ^
households are assumed to employ adults so as to'maximize expected (source) household
income. If the adult migrates as an undocumented worker, his or her contribution to Mexican
source household income is expected remittances net ofmigration costs, and the probability of.
successful imdocumented migration is assumed to be a function of individual and family
attributes. Net remittances and Mexico income from work are each assumed to be a function
of individual and source household attributes.
Taylor (1987) fits his model to data for randomly chosenhouseholds in a ruralMexican
village 2,000 kilometers from the U,S.-Mexican.border. Ina (reduced-form) equation explaining
the probability ofundocumented Mexico-U.S. migration, he found that anadult's age has
a sigmficantly positive effect up to36 years for men and 32 years for women, one added year of
experience as an undocumented Mexico-U.S. migrant has a significantly positive effect up to
9years, but an added year ofworker schooling has a significantly negative effect. The latter
result arises because more educated rural Mexican adults have relatively better labor market
opportunities in Mexican cities than in the United States. AMexican household having a
migration kinship network, i.e., family contacts in the United States, has asignificantly positive
effect on the probability ofundocumented Mexico-U.S. migration. The reason put forth in the
network reduces the costs to apotential immigrant ofcrossing the border and finding ajob.
Hence, Taylor presents evidence which many researchers would find counterintuitive: an
individual's schooling reduces rather than increases his or her likelihood to migrate
internationally. Migration kinship networks seem to be highly substitutable for educators in
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understanding Mexico-U.S. migration. Finding collaborative evidence in otherparts of theworld
would seem to be a useful activity.
Healso reports results for fitted income equations, oneforMexico-U.S. migrant
remittances and one for income contribution by working in Mexico. He found that a worker's
education has a positive and significant effecton his or herMexican incomebut no significant
effecton remittances to Mexico. U.S. experience as an undocumented migrant has a
significantly positive effect on remittances and onMexican income, butMexican experience as a
migrant inMexico has a positive effectonlyonMexican income. Thus,U.S. work experience
seemsto producea type of generalhumancapital, but workexperience in Mexico seemsto
produce country-specific skills.
He then fits a structural probit to explainMexican-U.S. undocumentedmigration.
He uses the fitted remittance and Mexican worker income equation, corrected for selection, to
estimate for each worker the difference between his or her predicted migrant remittance and
predicted Mexican worker income. This difference in income is then shownto contribute
positively to the probability of undocumented Mexico-U.S. migration while leaving theeffects of
a migrant's U.S. experience, migration kinship network, and age largely unchanged from the
reduced-form equation.
Barkley (1990) presents economic evidence on thedeterminants of netmigration of •
labor outofU.S. production agriculture, 1940-1985. This is anespecially interesting period
because employment inU.S. agriculture declined about 300 percent. Hehypothesized and foimd
that labor was responding to a significant decline in the expected payoffto working in agriculture
relative to other industries. A higher retum to labor in nonfarmwork relative to farm work
increased the net exit rate from agriculture. Higherreal land prices, which raises the wealth .
position of farm labor that owns land, however, tended to reduce the migration of labor out of
agriculture. Government program payments which clearly affect farm income did not affect
migration, except perhaps through the land prices orreturns to farm labor. Being a farmer
creates location-specific information about the land, climate, and input supplies, and
Feridhanusetyawan and Huffman (1996) have shown that being self-employed ora farmer
causes a significant reduction inthe likelihood ofan adult male experiencing interstate migration.
But formal schooling which creates general skills was shown tohave a strong positive effect on
the likelihood ofmigrating.
Huang and Orazem (1997) applied ahuman capital model, similar to the three-period
model, .in their examination of the underlying causes ofgrowth and decline in U.S. rural county
populations by decade, 1950-90. They examined population growth rates for 306 southern and
midwestem counties and tested for human capital and labor market opportunity effects. They
found that rural counties that had ahigher average adult schooling level at the beginning of
adecade had ahigher rate ofloss ofpopulation over the following decade. When acounty was
farther from alarge city, had more concentrated employment by industry, had alarger share of
population on farms or share ofpopulation who were black, it had alarger rate ofpopulation loss
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overthe following decade. Overtheir studyperiod, schooling yielded higherreturns in urban ,
than rural areas. Hence, in rural U.S. counties that investedmore in schooling ofchildren, the
rateofnet export of human capital to other countries was larger. Because of positive, expected
geographical spillover effects of rural schooling, a significant partof the costshould beborne by
areas that expected to benefit—e.g., state and federal sources (Olson 1969,1986).
In contrast to the hiimancapital approach takenby HuangandOr^em to modeling
flnniTfll county populationgrowth rates, GoetzandDebertin (1996) rejected.ahumancapital
approach. Theyemployed a rathernaive empirical economic model for explaining ruralcounty
population growthrates over 1980-90. It placed all the emphasis on actual characteristics of
counties at the beginning of the period, e.g., average characteristicsoffarms, average earnings in
fanning and other occupations, and total employmentacross industries, and the net birth rate
from 1980 to 1990. The authors argued that individual characteristics, e.g., education and age,
are unimportant, and ignored information about the expected commuting distance to work and
earning prospects elsewhere. Also, they apparently considered birth rates to be an uneconomic
decision. Another deficiency is their use ofactual characteristics of coimties in 1980 to explain
population growth: Individuals presumably use as information for migration decisions
anticipated rather than actual characteristics, although past values do represent naive expectations
formation.
I . ;
Off-farm work. Although farmers or cultivators.tend to be tied to the land and to be .
geographically-immobile, off-farm work of farmers!is a relatively common-international
phenomenon. Since the 1950sand 1960saggregate demandfor operator and family farm labor
in all of the developedcountrieshas declined (seeOECD1995), the demand for housework in
farm households has generally declined as family sizes have declined and labor-saving household
technologies have beenadopted (Bryant 1986), andthe real nonfarm wage has generally
increased. Faced with needing to make adjustments in labor allocation, farm households in the
developed countries have frequently chosen to continue in farming butalso to supply labor of
some of itsmembers to the nonfarm sector (e.g., seeHallberg et al. 1991).
Most empirical studies ofoff-farm workparticipation offarmhouseholdmembers have
used anagricultural household model similar tothestatic conceptual model presented in the
previous section. Inthis framework, anindividual's schooling has been animportant
determinant of off-farm work participation inmiddle- and high-income countries. In allthe
published econometric studies ofoff-farm work participation offarm operators inthe U.S.,
Canada, and Israel, the operator's schooling has been shown to have apositive and statistically
significant effect onhis probability ofoff-farm work (see Table 1). Fewer studies have
examined off-farm work decisions offarm wives, but afarm wife's schooling has apositive and
significant effect on her probability ofoff-farm work too (see Huffman and Lange 1989, Gould
and Saupe 1989, Tokle and Huffinan 1991, Lass and Gempesaw 1992, and Kimhi 1994). Cross-
person schooling effects between spouses are mixed in sign and generally statistical significance.
Where wage equations have been part ofthese econometric studies, an individual's schooling
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always has apositive and significant effect on his orher off-farm wage, and an individual's
experience also has been a significant predictor ofthe wage.
Overall, the review of the literature has shown thatthequantity andquality of an
individual's schooling affects theirchoice ofwhere to work. In theU.S., higher secondary
school quality seems to reduce thelikelihood ofan individual choosing anoccupation in
agriculture. Forless-educated wage workers, say less than 5 years, added schooling increases
thelikelihood ofworking in agriculture. U.S. domestic and undocumented migratory farm
workers seemto fimction relatively well with lowlevels of schooling. For individuals in
developed countries who are farmers and continue farmmg, additional schooling increases the
likelihood thattheywillparticipate in off-farm wage work, butnot necessarily for those in Green
Revolution areas of developing countries. Higherschooling levelsare in generalassociated with
a population that is more geographically mobile.
Technology Adoption and Information Acquisition
Thedecision to adoptnewtechnologies is an investment decision because significant
costsare incurredin obtaininginformation and learning about the performance characteristics
of oneor more newtechnologies and the returns aredistributed overtime. Furthermore, only a
small share of the newtechnologies that become available will be profitable for anygiven farmer
to adopt. This means that there isa large amount ofuncertainty facing farmers, and additional
schooling may help them make better adoption decisions and increase farm profitability.
Because additional schooling affects the amount of knowledge that a farmer has about how
technologies might work and his orher information evaluation skills, additional schooling may
affect his orher choice of the type and amount ofinformation toacquire. Hence, amodel similar
to the three-period model ofthe previous section provides ausefiil guide to the empirical
literature. Also, see Besley and Case (1993) for examples ofparticular choice-based empirical
models of farmer's technology adoption.
When technology is new and widely profitable, farmers' schooling has been shown to be
positively related to the probability ofadoption. When a technology has been available for an
extended period (e.g., several years) or it is not widely profitable, farmers' schooling is generally
unrelated to adoption/use ofthe technology. Schooling has been shown to affect choice of
information chaimels about new technologies.
Huffrnan and Mercier (1991) examined the adoption ofmicrocomputers and/or purchased
computer services by a1982-84 sample of Iowa farmers. Farmers' schooling has apositive and
statistically significant effect on the probability ofadopting amicrocomputer, adopting
purchased computer services, and adopting both amicrocomputer and computer services. As
farmers become older, they have fewer years to capture returns fi:om changing, and farmers' age
has anegative and significant effect on adopting all combinations of computer technologies.
Although arguments can be made for off-farm work releasing credit constraints and giving
exposure to computer use and usefiilness, ahigher probability ofoff-farm work by these farmers
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reduces (significantly) the probability of adopting a microcomputer, and tends to reduce adoption
of purchased computer services.
Putler and Zilberman (1988) examinedcomputeruse by a 1986sample of (Tulare
Coimty) California farmerswho had relatively high schooling completion levels. Forty-six
percent of these farmers hadcompleted a college.bachelpr's (4-year) degree, andof them
11 percent hadalso completed a graduate degree. They foimd that farmers whowere college
graduates, i.e., individuals whohad completed bachelor's andgraduate degrees, hadhigher
probabilities of computer adoption than farmers who completed only elementary or high school.
However, individxials who completed some college but did not receive at least a four-year degree
had adoptionprobabilities that were similar to individuals who had completedonly elementary or
high school..Thus, the effectiveuse of a computerin California agriculture seems to requirehigh
levels of education. They also found that farm size has a positive and significant effect on
computer adoption. Farmer's age had a quadratic effecton computeradoption, peaking in the
36-40 age range. Their evidence on type of software owned is generally weaker than for
computer adoption, but they concluded that it is influencedprimarily by the type of farm
products produced, the size of the farming operation, ownership ofa farm related business, and
education of the farm operator.
Wozniak (1984) examined the adoption of two interrelated cattle feeding technologies-
one new and the other mature (available for several years)--for a 1976 sample ofIowa farmers.
The new technology was the use ofRumensin which enhances natural microbial activity in
rumens, and it became available to farmers about one year before the survey,. The mature
technology was implanting growth hormones, which is a technology that had been available for
several years. Wozniak found that farmer's schooling and frequent contact with agricultural
extension information sourceshad positive;and statistically significanteffects on the probability
of adopting the new technology (Rumensin) but no effect on, the probability of adopting the
mature technology(implanting). He also foundapositive and statistically;significant effectof
scale/size of the cattle feeding operation on the probability of adopting both feeding
technologies. These results suggest thateducation and.extehsion are important to assessing new
innovations andexplaining early adoption butnotfor diffusion or useofmature technologies.
Also, theresults imply that if an innovation is compatible with current technology, it ismore
likely to be adopted than if it displaces it.
Rahm and Huffman (1984) examined the ,adoption ofreduced tillage for row crop (com)
seedbed preparation and the efficiency ofthe adoption decision for a 1976 sample Iowa farms.
Reduced tillage technology refers to seedbed preparation without the aid ofamoldboard plow,
e.g., chisel plows, field cultivators, primary tillage disks, or no-till planting, Reduced tillage
significantly reduces field preparation time and retains crop residue on the soil surface, which has
the potential to decrease soil.loss from wind and water erosion. It also lowers springtime soil
temperatures and decreases evaporation. The profitability ofreduced tillage over moldboard
plow technology depends on soil characteristics, annual precipitation, cropping system, and other
management practices, and it is not profitable for all cropland. They found that the probability of
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a farm operator adopting reduced tillage was not related significantly tohis schooling. Alarge
com enterprise size (acre ofcom planted) had apositive and significant effect ona farmer's
adoption ofreduced tillage, and the cropping system ofthe farm and soil association ofthe
farmland significantly affected the probability of adoption.
ButRahm andHuf&nan (1984) alsoexamined the efficiency of a farmer's adoption •.
decision; which isdefined astheabsolute difference between actual and predicted adoption
behavior. Here, farmers whohadmore education (years of formal schooling) hadgreater
efficiency of reduced tillage adoption. Also, if the farm operator used media sources of
information published ormarketed by the private sector or if the farm operator or spouse
attended short courses, conferences ormeetings at IowaStateUniversity, the efficiency of a
reduced tillage adoption was increased. However, a farm operator's active years ofexperience
farming orparticipation inmeetings, field days ordemonstrations sponsored by the extension
service didnothave a significant effect ontheefficiency of reduced tillage adoption.
Soule et al. (1999) have extended the Rahm and Huffman model ofadoption of
conservation practices. They develop amultiperiod model ofthe adoption decision, focusing on
possible differences that might be associated with different land tenure arrangements, and fit a
probit specification ofthe adoption decision todata from the 1996 Agricultural Resource
Management Study survey. Tliey find that ifa farm operation has some college education he is
more likely to adopt (short term) conservation tillage practices than ifhe has less schooling.
They, however, found no significant effect ofthe farm operator having some college education
on the probability ofadopting medium-term practices, e.g., contour farming, strip cropping,
establishing grassed waterways.
We turn next to some adoption evidence for developing and transition economies. New
high yield wheat and rice varieties became available in the mid-1960s. Foster and Rosenzweig
(1996) consider the probability that a sample ofIndian farm households had ever adopted high
yielding seed varieties by 1971. Schooling completion is low in these households; only
49 percent ofhouseholds had someone who had completed primary school and 21 percent had
someone who had completed secondary schooling. They found that farm households containing
atleast one adult who had completed primary schooling were significantly more likely to have
adopted the new seeds by 1970-71 than households having no adult who was aprimary schooling
graduate. Schooling beyond the primary level tended to not significantly affect adoption ofhigh
yield varieties (HYV). Households that had more acres ofowned land and were located in
villages with an agricultural extension program were also more likely to use HYV seeds.
In another study, Foster and Rosenzweig (1995) examined the adoption ofhigh yieldmg
seed varieties in anational panel sample ofIndian rural households pertaining to the crop years
1968-69,1969-70, and 1970-71. Here they focused on the importance ofprior experience with
HYV on cunent rate ofuse. They found that farmers who had more prior experience with HYV
seed had asignificantly higher current rate ofuse of the new-seed. They also found that farmers
in villages that had more prior experience with HYV also tended to have higher current rates of
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use ofKTYV seed. Their results suggest positive leaming-by-doing (or own experience effects)
and positive leaming-from-neighbors (or experience spillover effects) occur; Because.of the
fixed-effects specification of their econometric model-, farmers^schooling, which does not
change over time, does not have an identifiable effect on HYV adoption.
Lin (1991) examined'the adoptionof highyieldingrice varieties for a 1988sampleof
Chinese farmers (Hunan Province). Although China did not have a market economy, a new
household-based (rather than collective-based) farming system was introduced'to the study area
in 1981-82. The average years of formal schooling.completed by'the household head was 5.5 .
years, and 93 percent had less than 10 years of schooling. >Hybrid rice seeds were released to
farmers in 1976, but the price of the seed w^ set relatively high(lG times conventionalseed),
although the seeding rate was one-third to one-fourth of convention^ rice's seeding rate.
Controlling for 16 other variables, Lin found that schooling ofthe head of the farm household
had a positive and significant effect on the probability ofadoptingmiddle or late hybrid rice .
seed. Increasing the land area cultivated by a:household also increased the probability of hybrid
rice variety adoption. Householdhead's experience in farming had a positive effect on adoption
(at the 10 percent signijScance level).
Strausset al."(1991) examinedthe adoption of culturalpracticesby upland rice and
soybean farmers from survey information collected from 161 central-west Brazilian farms in
1985-86. Both soybeans and upland rice technologies began to be introduced in the region after
1980. Theeducational distribution of the farmers in the survey is: <4 years, 56.8 percent;
4-8 years, 29.0 percent; and > 8»years, 14.2 percent. They found that better educated farmers
were more likely to dosoil analysis and use fertilizer onboth rice and soybean plots, butfarmers'
education did notsignificantly affect the probability ofusing treated soybean seeds, certified rice
seeds orrice blast control. Farmers inareas with more experienced extension agents were more
likelyto use treated soybean seeds and certified rice seeds, but extensiondid not have a
significant effect on adoption of other practices. Clearly these area mixed set of results.
I . ^ C ' ' '
Pitt and Sumodiningrat (1991) examined the determinants ofrice seed variety choice
(HYV vs. traditional variety (TV)) for a 1980 national sample.of Indonesian farm households.
High yielding varieties became first available at least adecade earlier.^ They found that farmer's
schooling had apositive but statistically insignificant effect on HYV adoption, holding relative
profitability ofHYV to traditional varieties constant. Higher expected profitability ofHYV and
higher quality irrigation for afarm household also had positive and significant effects on the
probability ofHYV^adoption.^
AlAough successful adoption ofinnovations clearly requires information, few studies
have considered the important joint decisions of information acquisition and new technology
adoption. This seems to be afhiitful area for new research. When several information sources
exist, early adopters might prefer sources-that facilitate faster learning about the innovation. The
information channels for early adopters might also be different from those for.late adopters. •
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Wozniak (1993) is anexception inthat he examined farmers' jointdecisions on
information acquisition and technology adoption. He considered the adoption oftwo
technologies—one new (Rimiensin) and one mature (implanting)~and four chaimels of
information-one active and one passive information channel forbothextension andprivate
sector information providers. Inthestudy, he found that farmers' education significantly
increased the probability ofadopting new and mature technologies and ofacquiring information
from extension by talking with extension personnel (passive) and attending demonstrations or
meetings (active) about the use ofnew products orprocedures sponsored by extension. Farmers'
education did not havea statistically significant effect on acquiring information by talking with
private industry personnel orattending demonstrations or meetings on the use ofnew products or
procedures sponsored by private companies. Farmers were more likely tobeearly adopters if
they acquired ,information actively orpassively from private industry information providers than
ifthey acquired information from extension. For both new and mature innovations, positive and
significant interaction effects existed between farmers acquisition of information from public and
private sources, i.e., public andprivate information acquisition seems to be complementary.
In addition, he found that scalehas a positive and significant effect on adoption of new
and mature technologies andon the likelihood ofacquhing information from extension actively
orpassively, butno significant effect onlikelihood ofacquiring information from private sector
firms. Farm operators who had larger off-farm wage income had a lower probability ofadopting
the new technology and lower probability oftalking with private sector information providers.
Heconcluded that off-farm work seems to impact adoption not by easing creditrestraints but by
reallocating operator's time away from farm-related activities ofearly technology adoption and
gatheringtechnical information.
Klotz etal. (1995) examine California dairy farmers' awareness ofrecombinant bovine
somatotropin (rbST) and its adoption using survey data over afour-year period 1987-1990. They
argue that information acquisition costs per cow decline as the size ofacow herd increases
leading to scale bias to large producers. Empirically they fit abivariate probit model to explain
awareness and adoption ofrbST. They find that farmers schooling has apositive and significant
effect on both the probability of awareness and adoption. In addition, they find that as the size of
the dairy herd increases the probability ofafarmer's awareness and adoption increases.
Bindlish and Evenson (1997) have undertaken an extensive study ofinformation
acquisition and its impacts in agriculture of two poor Afncan countries. They use econometric
techniques to examine whether the Training and Visit (T&V) system of extension led to earlier
and greater awareness, testing, and adoption of improved farming practices in Burkina Faso
and Kenya than would have occuned otherwise. They pay particular attention to-the effects of
endogenous T&V participation by farmers in their analysis. They found that farmers having
more schooling had ahigh probability ofparticipating as T&V contact farmers or members
of contact groups. Holding the probability ofT&V participation constant, additional T&V
extension had apositive and significant effect on farmers' testmg 10 of 12 recommended
practices and on adoption of9ofthem. They also found positive externalities or spillover
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effects ofT&V participating farmers on theprobability thatother fanners would test andadopt
recommended practices. Farmers having more schooling (and more land) were more likely to '
leam from other farmers and to test and adopt new technologies. _. .
In Kenya, the findingswere less clear cut.-However,T&V-extension,had a positive effect
ontheprobability of adoption of all' recommended practices and a statistically significant effect ,
onmost. Higherschooling levels of.farmers led tomore and earlier. awareness and adoption of,
recommended practices.
. L •. . , • I i ' W I
Antle and Pingali (1994) considered,an interestingpesticide choice and production
problem wherefarmers' education mightbe expected to.matter for acquisition of information and
choice oftechnology. They integrated farm-level survey data with health data collected from the
samepopulationofPhilippinefarmers to measure the impactsofpesticideuse on farmer's health
and'the impact of farmer's health on rice production. They, however," indicate that their sample
contained too little variation in farmer's education to find a significant effect on either pesticide
use or production. However,,an alternative interpretation of their results is that they included ,
"choice variables" as regressors in these equations, e.g., the pesticide use equation contains as
regressors the number of applications ofparticiilar pesticide toxicity and dummy variables for
farmer's smoking.and drinking, which themselves seem likely to be.(partially) determined by
farmer's schooling. Welch (1970);and others (see later section) have shown that when the effects,
of education are channeled through farmers' choices, one cannot expect to hold the "choices"
constant in a regression sense and also find a significant effect of education- . •. .
Overall; the review of the literature has shownthat additional'schooling of farmers
increases the rate of early adoption of useful agricultural technologies in developed and
developmg countries. A surprisingly-small amoimtofrese^ch, however, has examined fanners'•
joint decisions on information acquisition and.technology adoption, and this is an areaformuch
needed new research.. Furthermore, care mustbe taken inempiricalmodeling so.they.are buih on
a solidchoice^based foundation andpermitschooling to affect outcomes. , ,.
Agricultural Production
Education offarm labor-has the potential for enhancing agricultural'production as
reflected ingross output/transformation fimctions, see eqiiations (3) and (18), and invalue-added
or profit functions. These effects are-frequently referehced as technical efficiency effects,
allocative efficiency effects, or economicrefficiency effects ofeducation. When theeffects of
schooling on production are considered in agross output-complete input specification, the - • -
marginal product ofeducation, ameasure of technical efficiency, is limited-by.the other things
that are held constant. Avalue-added or profit flmction representation ofproduction
accommodates amuch broader set ofeffects that farmers' education may have on production
through affecting choices or allocative efficiency—the adoption ofnew inputs in aprofitable .manner, the allocation ofland (and-other quasi-fixed inputs) efficiently mnong alternative uses,-7
the allocation ofvariableinputs efficiently, and the efficient choice ofan output mix. The
Si?-?
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hypothesis is and theemphical evidence has shown that the productivity offarmers' education is
enhanced by a wider range of choices. Welch (1970) is generally given credit for delmeating
these substantive differences.
First, some evidenceand findings arepresented for developed countries, and second, for
developing coimtries, U.S. studies ofagricultural production before the, 1960s did not focus on
fanners' schooling beinga potentially important contributor to production, e.g., seeHeady and
Dillion (1961). Griliches (1963a) presented one ofthe first studies ofthecontribution of
education to agricultural production. He included an index of the education of farmlaboras an
input inanaggregate Cobb-Douglas-type production function. The production function was
fittedto data for 1949 on aggregate output and inputs for 68 U.S. agricultural regions. Six
inputs, including a man-days measure of farm (hired and unpaid family) labor, were included in
addition to education. Education per workerwas derived fi-om the educational distribution of the
rural population and income weighted. Griliches (1963a) found that schooling of farm labor had
a positive and statistically significant effect onproduction and that thecoefficient of education
was similar in size to the coefficient of farm labor. Griliches (1964) also applied a similar
methodology toU.S. stateaggregate per farm datafor 1949,1954, and 1959, andobtained
similar results for the contribution ofeducation of farm labor to production. His interest in
education of workers in agriculture aroseprimarily firom a concern about labor quality and a
hypothesis that labor quality was an important input for explaining output.
Huffman (1977,1981) applied a production function approach to assessing the effects of
labor quality inU.S. agriculture, using county data. Huffman (1976a, 1976b) focused on the
quantity and quality offarm husband and wife labor allocated to ovm-farm work. ACobb-
Douglas type production fimction was fitted to 1964 county data for Iowa, North Carolma, and
Oklahoma, where effective labor input was measured as days ofwork multiplied by a schooling
index. The value of themarginal product ofhusband and wife labor was shown to be larger than
the average wage received for off-farm work by farm husbands and wives in these states.
However, the implied marginal return inagricultural production tohusband's and wife's
schooling was generally lower than the average off-farm return toschooling.
Huffman (1981) presented estimates ofproductivity differences on black- and white-
operated farms in the U.S. South (North and South Carolina, Mississippi, and Alabama). Results
firom fitting amodified Cobb-Doiiglas production function to 1964 county data showed that the
quantity and quality offarmers' education and extension were tiie primary sources of
productivity differences on black- and white-operated farms. The quantity differences in
schooling and extension on black- and white-operated farms were shown to be more important
than quality difference for explaining black-white farm productivity differences.
Welch (1970) laid the conceptual foundation for broadening the examination of
education's contribution to agricultural production, especially allocative effects offarmers'
education, but his empirical evidence addressed the issue only indirectly. His model, however,
stimulated considerable new research on the topic. Khaldi (1975) and Fane (1975) focused on
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identifying the contributionoffarmers' schoolmgto allocative efficiencyby comparing
hypothetical minimum cost of-producing realized output to actual cost. For both,hypothetical
minimum cost was inferred from an estimated aggregate production function. Khaldi's
observationswere state average per farm values for all U.S. states for 1964, and Fane used
countyaveragesfor four Midwesternstates for. 1959and 1964. Both studies found.that the
proportional differencebetween actual cost andhypothetical cosi declinedsignificantly as the
average schooling level of farmers increased (for preferred specifications).
Huffman (1974,1977) pursued a different route to testing for allocative efficiency effects.
He focused on Com Belt farmers' production ofcom and nitrogen fertilizer use in county
aggregate average data for 1959 and 1964. This was a period when the price ofnitrogen fertilizer
fell significantly relative to the price of com (22-25 percent), and new hybrid seed com varieties,
which could respond well to higher nitrogen fertilizer use, were being developed and marketed
by commercial seed com companies. He found mixed results for.the contribution of farmers'
schooling to output per acre or technical efficiency. The production fimction for com in 1959
and 1964 was shown to be different due to .technical change, and schooling's effect was positive
and significantly different from zero in Huffinan (1974) but not significantly different from zero
in Huffinan (1977) which used a different set of counties. The next step was to examine changes
in nitrogen fertilizer usage. He computed a partial adjustment coefficient showing the actual
change in nitrogen fertilizer use as a fraction of the change necessary to reach a hypothetical
optimum rate ofuse, and then related the speed ofadjustment to farmers' schooling, extension
input, and size. He found a positive and statistically significant relationship between the average
education of farmers and the speed ofadjustment. Extension and size (of the com production
enterprise) were shown also to be.positively related to the speed ofadjustment. Hence, both
studies found that farmers' schooling increases allocative efficiency.
Huffinan and Evenson (1989) examined the effects of farmers' education and other
variables on optimal mix of outputs and inputs formulti-output multi-input U.S. cashgrain •
farms. Theyfitted a systemof outputsupply and inputdemand equations derived from a profit •
fiinction to state aggregateper farm data for 42 U.S. states pooled.over census years 1949-74.
They found that an increase in farmers' schooling biasedproductiondecisionson cashgrain
farms awayfrom fertilizer, labor, and fuel inputuse, and toward machinery inputuse and tow^d
wheat output and away from soybean and feed grain outputs.,Moreover, the relative bias-effects
caused by farmers' schooling havebeenlarger among outputs than inputs. Theyalso found that
additional agricultural extension biased production decisions in the same direction as farmers'
schooling for fertilizer, fiiel^ and machinery inputs. However, the effects ofextensionon the
other four choices were in theopposite direction as those caused byfarmers' schooling.
Some recentagricultural profit function studies, however, have-ignored the effects of
farmers' education. Weaver (1983),and Shumway (1983) also fitted a system ofoutput supply
and input demand functions derived from a profit function toaggregate per, farm data for North
and South Dakota, 1950-70, and Texas data, 1957^79, respectively, and omitted education (and
extension) from theirmodels.' This omission couldcausethe estimatedcoefficients of other
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included variables tobe biased and tomiss some important effects ofeducation on agriculture.
At least the potential effects offarmers' schooling should be carefully examined before deciding
that they are insignificant.
Turning to some developing country evidences, Hayami and Ruttan (1985) and Jamison
and Lau (1982) summarize much ofthe early evidence. Few early studies found a positive and
statistically signific^t effect of farmers' schooling onfarm output. This seems to have several
sources. First, researchers were exploring technical efficiency but not allocative efficiency
effects. Second,'schooling levels may have been too low to beproductive.. Third, variance in
schooling levels may have been too small. Later studies have had more,success.
Pudasaini (1983) chose to examine the effects ofeducation in two regions ofNepal, one
undergoing modernization and the other traditional due to its hill country isolation: The average
level ofschooling was 5years in the modemizmg region and 4.2 years in the traditional region.
Hefitted yield response, gross sales, and value-added production functions to farm level data.
He found that farmers' schooling had apositive but insignificant effect on crop yields inboth
regions, but fanners' schooling had apositive and statistically significant effect on the gross
sales and value-added for both regions. In the modernizing region, theestimated coefficient of
education was 66 percent larger for the value added than the gross sales equation, but inthe
traditional region, the coefficient ofeducation was only 10 percent larger. The marginal
contribution offarmers' schooling to value-added output was about two times larger inthe
modernizing than-in the traditional region. Incontrast, he did not find any significant effects of
agricultural extension. Hence, this studyshowed that allocative effectsof farmers'-education
were more important than worker effects, and that allocative effects were quite large inthe
modernizing region.
Foster andRosenzweig (1996) used longitudinal Indianrural householddata and area-
specific mformation on crop yields and schools to testwhetherGreenRevolutiontechnical
change increased the returns to farmers' schooling and whether schooling investments responded
to changes inthe return toschooling. They argued that the Green Revolution technologies were
developed outside ofIndia and imported so the availability ofthe technologies can betreated as
exogenous to rural Indian .economic conditions. However, the ability ofdifferent regions and
households to exploit the new technologies was argued to differ because soilsand climates
differed regionally and farmers' schooling differed.
They used a large sample ofhouseholds toexplain change infarm level profit 1969-1970
to 1970-1971. With fixed-effects instrumental-variable estimates, theyshowed thatthe
profitability ofHYV acreage was significantly increased by a farm household member having
completed primary schooling (relative to less than primary schooling). The profitability ofHYV
acreage was also increased significantly by theshare ofHYV land irrigated. Forprimary-
schooled farm households having 100 percent irrigated HYV acreage, theyconcluded thatfarni
profit was 39percent higher (compared tohaving less than primary schooling and no irrigation).
Theirresults confirmed positive allocative effects of schooling in Indianfarming.
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Foster andRosenzweig (1996) thenexplained the 1971-82 change in household-specific
school enrollment rates for children aged5rl4 using a subsetofthen* sample of ruralhouseholds.
They fpimd that primary school enrollment rates were.positive and significantly related to the
growth ofcrop yields inthearea, but yield growth had a significantly smaller unpact onschool
enrollment for children in nonfarm than farm households. The results suggested that the
expected return toprimary schooling inIndia was higher for farm than nonfarm households,
and that the differencewas associatedwith the steadychangeof technologies ^associated with-
the Green Revolution. •- :i:
•Subsistence peasanthouseholds in thePeruvian Sierraprovided Jacoby (1993),with
evidence for the contnbution ofschooling to agricultureofpoor Latin American farm
households. The samplewas.froma sizeable surveyconducted in ,1985-86 from households that
reported harvesting somecropsarid with at leastoneadultmaleand female whoworked on the
family farmduring the surveyyear. Themean schooling ofmaleheads in thesehouseholds was
only 2.9years. Farmoutput wasdefined as thevalue of crop and livestock production. Jacoby '
fitted Cobb-Douglas and translog specifications ofa farmproduction function. He found that the
head's schooling increased farm output. However,'the head's age (as a proxy for experience) did
not statistically affect farm output. In these households,work effort (hours of farm ,work) among
adult males and females seemed to respond positively to'their productivity, which suggested the
opportunity costof notworking washigher for more educated-individuals.^ " ..
Evenson and Mwabu (1997) examined the impact of agrictiltural extension and farmers'
schooling on crop yields ofpoor African farmers. They^pooled 1981-82 and 1990.samples
ofKenya farm households.' The aveirage level of schooling of these fanners was'veiy low: -
47 percent had less than 2.5 years of schooling (only one was a high school graduate). They .
applied a quantile- regression technique for investigating,productivity effects of schooling over
the conditional distribution of crop yields: FarmersVschooling (measured qualitatively as greater
than or less than 2.5 years) had a positive and significant impact on yields only at the bottom of
the yield distribution. Agricultural extension (number of field extension workers per farm) had a
generally positive impact on crop yields, but in contrast to schooling, the marginal product was
largest at the top end;of.the yield distribution..i-
^ ^ I j j ^ < I ^ ^
A few.studies. have also examined the effect of schooling in non-democratic and *
emerging-m^ket economies, especially, for China. -The opportunities for schooling to contribute
to farm production in Chinawere very limited under the collective farming system but seem to-
have increased after 1984.with.the change to household-responsibility system and.opening input
markets. Fleisher and Liu (1992) used a Iarge'1987:.88isurvey ofChiriese.farm households .
located in six different geographical regions to test for diseconomies associated with small scale
and multiple plots and effects of schooling and experience ofhousehold heads on productivity.
Farm output was defined as weighted "rice-equivalence" of"field crops" produced (which
excluded largely vegetables^d fhiits). They fitted a Cobb-Douglas-typeproduction function
and foimdpositive, but not significantly different from zero effects of schooling and experience
ofthe household head on farm production;/ • . •< . . - ,
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In another study, Yang (1997b) examined effects on production ofalternative measures
of education in an attempt to strengthen the connections between education and agriculture
on small Chinese farms. He choose a value-added measure of farm output so as to capture
allocative effects. Although farmers' choices may still be somewhat restricted in China, he
hypothesized that the allocative effects would be larger than the worker effects. He considered
alternative measures of education that might be expected to affect farm production, including
years of schooling of the household head, highest year of schooling completed by any household
member, and average schooling ofall farm labor. The sample mean values of these variables
were 5.6, 7.3, and 6.0 years, respectively. He fitted several different specifications ofa Cobb-
Douglas type production ftmction. The head's education had a positive but insignificant effect
on farm production. Farm workers' education had a positive and significant effect on farm
production, but education measured as the highiest level completed,by any farm household .
member performs best. In addition, he found that farm workers' experience (post-schooling
experience weighted by farm work participation) also had a positive and significant effect on
value added. Yang concluded that the schooling, evidence from his sample of small Chinese
farms showed allocative effects of education to be more important than worker effects.
Furthermore, on these farms, the beneficial effects of schooling were obtained from an individual
who frequently did not report any farm work. This seems possible only when farms are small
and allocative decisions are relatively simple. The allocative benefits for these small farms were
attainable with one well-schooled person per household.
The frontier production and profit function literature also provides evidence of the
contribution of farmers' education to increased efficiency. Abdulai and Huffman (1999) showed
that schooling ofGhana rice farmers reduces significantly profit inefficiency, which implies
enhanced technical and allocation or economic efficiency. The empirical evidence for farmers'
education reducing production or technical inefficiency is mixed, e.g., Belbase and Grabowski
(1985) and Flinn and Ali (1986) found significant schooling effects but some other studies have
found insignificant effects (see Bravo-Ureta and Pinherio 1993).
Overall, in developing, transition, and developed countries, the review of the literature
shows that farmers' schooling has generally greater value through allocative than technical
efficiency effects. The positive allocative effects are, however, closely associated with a farming
environment where technologies are changing and relative prices are changing. Farmers'
schooling has infrequently been shown to increase crop yields or gross farm output because
technical-efficiency gains from skills provided by farmers' schooling seem generally to be small.
Farmers' schooling has also been shown to change the optimal mix or composition of farm
inputs and outputs where production is multi-input and multi-output.
Total Factor Productivity Decomposition
Productivity statistics, measuring output per unit of input, started m the 1950s showing
seemingly costless increases in output. Schultz (1953),Kendrick (1961), and Denison (1962)
started to search for underlying sources of productivity for these increases. Their work focused
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on the general economy and 'on-agriculture where the data were betten .Three main classes of
methods have been applied in sources ofproductivity analysis: (1) imputation-accounting
methods, (2) statistical meta-production toctionmethods, and (3) statistical productivity
decomposition methods (Evenson, this volume): Inall ofthese methods, there is considerable
investment in data construction, especi^ly trying'to accurately account for quality andquantity "
ofinputs and outputs. Schooling enters primarily aftwo places: (1) schooling ofagricultural
labor can' reasonably be expected to enhance labor quality'or theeffective imits'oflabor, and
(2) schooling ofthefarmer or decision maker may more generally increase productivity by .
enhancing economic efficiency in agriculture.
Thebest knownearly studies of sources of total factor productivity (TFP) change in U.S.:
agriculture are byGtiliches (1963a, 1963b, 1964). ' InGriliches (1964), an index of education of
farm labor'w^ foimd to have a coefficient in ah aggregateproduction fimction fitted to state
average perfarm data for 1949,' 1954, and 1959 that was positive and notsignificantly different
fromthe coefficientfor farm labor (persOn days). This resuh has frequently been used by other
researchers as a justification for constructed quality-adjusted farm labor input measures for TFP
measures (e.g-i see Ball 1985; JorgensonandGollop 1992; Ball et al. 1997). WhenGriliches
(1964) then conducted an analysis of differences between unadjusted and adjusted residual
agricultural outputgrowth, 1949-59, education of farm laboraccounted for about 14percent of
the explained difference. ' " ' '
Hufftnan and Evenson (1993) assessed research and education's contribution to TFP
throughstatistical decomposition Ofstate agricultural TFP levels. In their TFP measure, farm
labor was measured as person-hours ofUnpaid farm family and hired labor, but no adjustment of
education (or experience) was made. They derivedTFP measures by state, 1950-82, for a crop
sector, livestock sector, and aggregate farm sector. They then used public and private research,
farmers' schooling, extension, and government commodity program variables to econometrically
explain TFP in an analysis of42 pooled states,'1950-82. To attain consistency of interpretation
they impose some coefficientrestrictions acrossthe three productivity equations. They however
found thatfarmers' schooling made a positive andstatistically significant contribution to state
TFP levels. Their results implied a positive marginal product of farmers' schooling and a
relatively large social'rate of return (19-40 percent). They concluded that fanners who have
more schooling have an advantage in being able to understand scientific advances in the public
and private sector, to draw inferences from resuhs and make successful adaptation to their own
particular farming operation, and,to quickly adapt superior technologies, economic organizations,
and management practices (Huffman and Evenson 1993). /
I •
They also-found that farmers' schooling and agricultural extension interact negatively in
explaining TFP levels. The marginal product of aggregate crop and livestock extension is
positive, and the marginal product is larger in the crop than the livestock.sector. For the
livestock sector, the marginal product of extension was negative or zero.. They, however,
obtained evidence that farmers' schooling and extension were substitutes: jOver the study period.
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the average level of fanners' schooling increased by about 4 years which greatly reduced the
marginalproduct ofextension by the end of the period.
In some North American studies of agricultural TFP, authors surprisingly have chosen to
totallyignore the effects of education. This seemspuzzling, but see Capalbo and Denny (1986),
Antle and Capalbo (1988), and Chavas and Cox (1992). It is, however,more common to ignore
laborqualityadjustments in TFP analyses for developing countries where schooling completion
levels are low and data are poor.
Rosegrant and Evenson (1993), however, are an exception in their TFP research for India ,
and Pakistan. They constructed TFP indexes for the crop sectors for 271 districts in 13 states of
India (1956-87) and for 35 districts in 3 states ofPakistan (1955-85) and then conducted a
statistical decomposition analysis. The empirical models were similar for the two countries.
Average schooling completion levels for farmers in these districts of India and Pakistan were
low, perhaps averaging 2 years. They chose to measure farmers' education as the literacy rate.
They found that the literacy rate made a positive and statistically significant contribution to crop
sector TFP in both countries. In India, agricultural extension (expenditures per farm) also made
a positive and significant contribution to TFP.
A few studies have examined the effects of education on agricultural productivity across
many countries. Hayami and Ruttan (1970) examined agricultural labor productivity, rather than
TFP, differences for 38 developed and developing countries. (See Hayami (1960) for
presentation ofpreliminary results for the same countries.) They assumed that a meta-production
function (the envelope of all known and potentially discoverable production activities) exists
across countries at a given point in time and over time in a given country. They fitted a Cobb-
Douglas type production fimction to average per farm data. Output was measured as gross
(net of feed and seed), and the labor input was measured as the number ofmale workers active in
agriculture. In the 1960 data (which seems to be better than for 1955 or 1965), they foimd a
positive and statistically significant effect of the rural literacy rate and of agricultural technical
education (graduates from agricultural education facilities at above the secondary level per farm
worker) on farm output per worker. They concluded that about one-third of the difference in
agricultural labor productivity across the 38 countries was due to differences in human capital
(education).
In a related study, Kawagoe, Hayami, and Ruttan (1985) expanded the set of countries to
43 (22 less developed) and focused on data for the years 1960,1970, and 1980. They used the
same methodology as Hayami and Ruttan (1970), but the education variables did not perform as
well. Positive and significant effects of the literacy rate and agricultural technical education on
farm output per worker were obtained from the data pooled across the three years for the less
developed countries. For the developed countries, the two education variables did not perform
well This may be due to literacy rates having little variation across developing countries, and to
agricultural college graduates frequently taking nonfarm employment rather than working on
farms.
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Craig etal. (1997) have attempted to push the labor productivity, analysis further by
expanding the number ofcountries to 98,.making crude adjustments for input quality, and
including proxies for rural infrastructure and'agricultural research. Conventional agricultural
laboris measured as the number of workers, i.e.; the economically active agricultural population.
Nomeasure ofwork intensity, i.e., annual hours ofwork perworker, is included, butthey
included two labor quality measures, the literacy rate for the population over 15 years ofage and
life expectancy ofthe overall population atbirth.' They fitted ameta-;Cobb-Douglas labor
productivity equation, including the above adjustments, to the observations on 98 countries
pooled over six observations per country (obtained by creating five-year averages from thirty
years ofannual data): Surprisingly, the coefficient ofadiih literacy is negative, and sometimes
significant, inall^reported regression equations; Incontrast, the coefficient oflife expectancy is
positive and significant. The poor performance ofliteracy seems likely tobedue to its very
crude measure of schooling, perhaps failing to capture dimensions of schooling that affect
production, andno adjustment for intensity of work.
The authors can be criticizedfor trying to stretchtheir inferences by includingAe USSR,
Central European countries, and China. From both aneconomic and econometric perspective
this seems highly questionable. First, over thestudy period, te choice ofwhere and.when to
work, range of choices available to farm managers or f^ers; availability, of vaiiable inputs, and
incentives to perform were very different inthese centrally planned nonrmarket economies than
in themarket-oriented largely free coixntries. Little evidence exists that centrallyplanned
economies produced agricultural output at anything likecost^mmimizing inputcombinations.
Hence, themethodologyapplied by Craig et al. (1997) made an unnecessarily heterogenous
sample. • i <• ••
Overall, it seems that some dimension of schooling contributes to TFP or labor
productivity, but the current evidence is mixed. InU.S. agricultural productivity datasets, the
incorporation of labor quality adjustments havenot beenuniform. One strand of the literature,
started by Griliches and continued by BalLat USDA, emphasizes effective.units of labor, which
is the product of agricultural labor quantity (daysor hours) and an.indexof labor quality.. .
Another strand ofthe literature places'labor quality effects in the productivity index (residual),
and uses an education index, generally,for farm operators, to expleiin TFP levels. When the latter
approach has been followed, farmers' schooling-has generally had'a positive and significant
effecton agricultural productivity. In-crossrcountry studiesof agricultural laborproductivity, it
has been difficult to obtain a satisfactory .empirical measure of schooling; Consequentlyy the
weak effects of education in cross-country studies seem most likely to be due to data problems
than absence of real effects. Although the progress may be slow, this is an area where progress
can be-made. -
Household Income . • - ' •
Inthe-first section,'the'threeTperiod model has household utility derived from leisure and
purchased consumption goods. In that model, household (net),cash income is spent on purchased
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consumption goods andon purchased inputs for human capital production.. Withinthismodel,
theoptimal life-cycle pathofpurchased consumption goods will be less concave thannet
cash income because ofthe mcentive to invest early in human capital and to reduce consumption
early and to raise it later in life (Ghez and Becker 1975). Furthermore, inboth thethree-period
and single-period models of agricultural household resource allocation, cash income in each
period is determined by thehousehold's initial human capital endowment, pastnet investments
in human capital, and current allocation decision forhuman capital services between leisure and
work,farmproductiondecisions, andwage ratesandprices. Hence, thesemodels imply that
household cash income is not an exogenousvariable, but rather a variable that is the result of
current andpast decisions of the household, given market wage rates andprices. Hence,
household income should not be treated as an exogenousvariable in econometric studies of
consumption, labor supply, and welfare analyses.
This subsection will focus on the narrower issue of the impacts of education on incomes
of agricultural workers and farmhouseholds. The impactof schooling on incomesof hired
agricultural labor seems to be small in developed coimtries and insignificant in other countries.
Emerson (1989) examined the earnings structure formigratory andnonmigratory workof 559
domestic males in a 1970 survey ofFlorida farm workers. In fitted annual earnings equations
(adjusted for selection), he found a very small positive andsignificant effectof wprkers'
schooling on earnings (1.4 percentper year formigrants and 1.6percentper year for
nonmigrants, holding weeks worked per yearconstant). He alsofound a quadratic effect of
worker's experience on earnings. The coefficients for experience were about 50 percent larger
for migrants than for nonmigrants. Furthermore, he foimdthat these domestic farm workers
sorted or self-selected themselves into migratory and nonmigratory groups in a manner that was
consistent with the theory ofcomparative advantage~i.e., migrants earned more as migrants than
theywouldas nonmigrants, and nonmigrants earnedmore as nonmigrants than they wouldas
migrants.
Ise and Perloff (1995) employed a hedonicwage equation and static labor supply model
to examine the effects of an agricultural worker's legal status on wage earned and hours of work
or labor supply. Legal status of a worker washypothesized to be determined by an individual's
demographic attributes. Themodel was fitted to a random sample of seasonal agricultural
serviceworkers from the National AgriculturalWorkers' Survey. They found that an individual
being anEnglish speaker andhaving more schooling increased the oddsof having a preferred
legal status. For seasonal agricultural service workers, work experience had a positive and
significant effecton the hourly wage in all equations, except forworkers having unauthorized
status. However, a worker's education did not havea significant effecton the wage. In the labor
supply equation forworkers having Amnesty orGreen Card status, additional schooling reduced
significantly weekly hours ofwork. They concluded, nottoosurprisingly, thatagricultural
workerswhowork in the U.S. legallyearnedsubstantially moreper hour and per week than those
having unauthorized status. Thus, investing in obtaining a preferred legal status becomes another
form ofhuman capital with highly relevant-cost-benefit calculations for potential immigrants and
significant effects on workers' incomes.
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The attributes-of farm work, of farm workers/and employers affect the type ofpay
system used, e:g., time orpiece rate. Apiece-rate system is not workable inmany circumstances,
e.g., due toquality control orno easily defined output;'but it isfrequently the pay system for
harvest labor. Apiece-rate system is incentive pay for speedy work, a skill that seems likely to
beunrelated to schooling. Rubin andPerloff(1993) examined workers' choice of pay system
and hedonic wage equations forboth pay systenis in a small 1981 sample ofharvest workers
(inTulare County, California).'' The average schooling level for time-pay workers was 4.9'years
and for piece-rate pay workers, 4.1 •years. They found'that theprobability ofusing/choosing the ,
piece-rate system was strongly related to the age ofthe workers,.where young and older,workers
who have unproven skills aremore likely to choose thepiece-rate paysystem thanprime age
workers, holding the expected pay differential constant. The lowest probability of piece-rate pay
occurred for a 34-yearoldworker. In the hedonic wage equations, adjusted for sample selection,
Rubinand Perloff (1993) found that workers' schoolinghada smallpositive arid statistically
significant effecton the time-rate ofpay wage butnoton thepiece-rate wage. Experience,
proxied byage and age-squared, had a statistically significant effect onthewage rate inboth pay
systems, and the age at whichthe peakoccurred was about39years. The coefficients were,
however, larger by a factor of two for the piece-than for the time-rate system, suggesting more •
exaggerated effects oif experience for thepiece-rate than for thetime-rate pay system. Hence,
these results suggest tiiat a worker's pay is not relatedto his or her schoolingwhen the work is
piece-rate, but the retum is small when it is time-rate of pay. • ,, ! .
In a developingcountry, transportation and communication are relativelyexpensive,
schooling is minimal, and housing in a new locationmay be difficult to find.•Hence, workers -
tend to be less geographically mobile than in the United States, and rural labor markets less. •
integrated. Rosenzweig (1980) used data from a 1970-71 national sample of rural households in
India to examine several labor issues, including hedonic wage equations for casual workers
employed on a monthly or daily basis.'. In his sample, mean schooling ofmale and female .
landless workers was 1 year and 0.5 year, respectively. The wage equation (adjusted for
selection) included individual and local village attributes, and separate equations were fitted
for men and women. He foimd that schooling ofmales had a small positive (3.9 percent) and
statistically significant effect on their wage, but schooling had no significant effect on the.female
wage. Also, potential experience (as represented by age, and age-squared) had no significant
effect on male or female wage rates. Rosenzweig,-howeverj concluded that human capital
variables were not significantpredictors ofthe wage- ratefor casual labor in India,-and village
attributes that affect local labor demand and supply were relatively important.. .• ;/
For farm or landed households, the effects of schooling oh income arise primarily from
impacts on farm profit or value added and off-farmearnings.® In the third subsection, evidence
was summarized shovsdngthat farmers' schooling increased farm profit in an environment where
technology and relative prices are changing. In other agricultural envirormients where
technology and prices are not changing, or where farmers- schooling is below the permanent
literacy level, farmers' schooling seems unlikely to have a significant impact on farm profit,
value added, or household-income. ^ . .
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Huffman (1991b) provides anextensive survey and critique ofagricultural household
models that have proved ixsefiil for examining off-farm labor supply. InU.S. studies ofoff-farm
work, a male farm operator's schooling increases his off-farm wage by4 to 13 percent (see
Sumner 1982, Jensen andSalant 1985, Gould and Saupe 1989, andHuf6nan and Lange 1989).
The direct effect of a male operator's education onhisoff-farm hours, holding his wage constant,
has sometimes beensignificant andpositive (e.g., Huf&nan 1980, LassandGempesaw 1992),
and, when only theoperator works off-farm, significant and negative (e.g., Jensen and Salant
1985), and sometimes insignificant (e.g., Sumner 1982, Huffman and Lange 1989). Given that
the wage elasticity ofoff-farm hours has been positive (an exception isLass and Gempesaw
1992), schooling offarm operators who work off-farmm^es a positive contribution to •
household income in the United States.
The effects of schooling on off-farm income of farmhouseholds may be different in
developing countries than inthe United States. Ina 1970-1971 national sample ofrural
households, in India, Rosenzweig (1980) found thatan individual's schooling and experience
were relatively unimportant for explaining wage rates for casual labor. Inhis results for
landholding households, schooling had anegative and generally significant effect on off-farm
work days ofboth males and females. The implication was that farm households can better
employ members with schooling on the farm than.in the casual labor market. Inthe Philippines,
Evenson (1978) found a positive and significant effect ofa farm husband's market wage on
his hours ofwage work and implicitly onhousehold income. For a 1990 sample ofChinese farm
households, Yang (1997a) found thatan individual's schooling andpotential labor market
experience have apositive and significant effect onthe off-farm wage. He also found that the
person inthese households who had completed the most schooling was the off-farm work
participant. Inanother study, Yang (1997b), showed that the person having the most schooling
in these households also made the allocative decisions on the farm. Hence, schooling for one
person inthe Chinese farm households has positive effects on household incomes that come from
farm and nonfarm effects.
Given that there are severalchannels through whicheducation can affect farmhousehold
income, Huffman (1996a) fitted a reduced-farm household income equation to datafor U.S.
Current Population Survey married couple farm households, 1978-1982. He used as explanatory
variables the following: husband's and wife'seducation, husband's age andrace, family size,
local labormarket conditions, cost of living andlocational amenity variables, and agricultural
input and output prices and climate. He found that husband's and wife's schooling had a
significantly positive effect on farm household income. An added year ofhusband's schooling
increased household income by 1.3 percent and ofwife's schooling by about 1percent.^
Overall, thereview ofthe literature has shown that theeffects of education onincomes of
hiredfarmworkersare mixed. If hired farm workers workpiece-rate, schoolingdoesn't affect
their wage but experience may beimportant if they can acquire skills by specializing ina
particular type ofwork. Ifthey are time-pay wage workers, added schooling may have a small
positive impact on their wage. For farm household members in developed and developing
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countries; the impact ofschooling onfarm profit orvalue added ispositive when technology is
changing rapidly. Indeveloped coimtries, schooling has been shown tohave apositive impact
ontheoff-farm wage andoff-farm earnings, butindeveloping countries theresults are mixed,
e.g., negative in Indian Green Revolution areas and positive in China. In developed countries,
schooling ofhusbands and wives has apositive effect onfarm household (net) income^ and in
developing countries; theimpact is probably positive. Empirical studies, however, have
infi"equently focused on the effects of education on household or family income.
Summary and Research Gaps
Economists continue to search for a better understanding of the sources and causes of
economic growth and developmentof regions and nations. Schultz (1988) concludedthat a
significant'set of studies showstrong empirical regularities between the educational attainment
of a populationand their productivity andperformance in bothmarket and nofmiarket production
activities. Furthermore, this chapter has shown that a now sizeable body of empirical evidence
has accimiulated on the effects of education in-agriculture: In particular, the returns to education
of farmers increases substantially as a country goes from traditional agriculture to modernizing,
which itselfbecomes a continuing process. First', with modernizing, new technologies are
becoming available and the economic environment is changing so that enhanced decision-
making skills of farmers (and possibly other family-members). aremore productive. Second,
when the productivity ofagricultureincreases, the aggregate demand for agricultural labor is
reduced and the share of the labor force employed in agriculture declines and in other sectors
increases. All currently developed'countries have progressed from ones where a very large share -
of the labor force (over 75 percent)" was employed in agriculture (Johnson 1997), but with '
modernization ofagriculture and economic development the share of.the labor force in
agriculture is less than 20 percent (and for the United States only 3 percent). There is
accumulated empirical evidence that individuals! schooling plays a very important role in
occupational choice (increasing the probability ofworking outside of agriculture in developed
countries), migration (more educated individuals have greater geographic mobility out of rural
areas), and part-time farming (the probability of off-farm work by those who remain in fanning
increases), which are all important in reallocating human resources among sectors: in a growing
and developing country but could contribute to the remaining rural population being quite low .
educated. ^
There is also accumulated evidence where education seems to be a poor private
investment. First, in casual rural labor markets of low-income coimtries, schooling (and
experience) doesn't seem to affect wage rates. Iniurban labor markets of these countries, the..
returns to education are better. Second, in high-income coimtries, schooling offield workers in •
fresh fiiiit and vegetable production has a very low retum. Some fresh fruits and vegetables have
large income elasticities ofdemand, and high quality fresh produce is possible only with h^d
harvesting. Thus, in the United-States and some other developed coimtries, there is growth in the
demand for relatively unschooled migratory farm labor to work on a piece-rate pay system. For
the United States, this labor is supplied largely by legal and illegal immigrants from Mexico and
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Central America. Interestingly, the accumulated evidence shows that ethnic migration networks
or social capital have been an effective substitute for migrants' own schooling in being
successful in the U.S. low-skilled migratory labor market. Furthermore, an assumption that hired
farm labor and farm operator (and family) labor are homogeneous in agricultural household
models should be carefully scrutinized. In modernizingagricidture, the assumption is almost
certainly dubious.
It is useful to think critically about the empirical evidence. Schultz (1988) emphasized
that outcomes on educational attainment, occupation, location, labor force participation, and
social-economic program participation are never random. This opens the door to nonrandom
selection of comparison groups and potential sample-selection bias in parameter estimates of
econometric models. Techniques have been developed for trying to off-set sample selection bias,
and they have been applied in many of the studies reviewed. These techniques are^ however,
imperfect, and researchers have discovered that identificationproblems sometimes arise in
implementing selection correction procedures (seeNawata andNagase (1996) and Heckman
(1997)). The identification problem creates another set of serious parameter biases. Researchers
must continue to raise data quality issues, promote and pursue good experimental designs for
new data sets, and pursue careful analysis where selectivity is likely to be serious.
In our empirical research, we use an individual's years of schooling as proxy for his or
her education, but in the U.S. and in many other countries, the quality of this proxy has not been
constant over time. Education is really general intellectual achievement (GIA), including
developed abilities, e.g., reading, writing, doing mathematics, reasoning, and knowing important
facts and principles of science, history, and art (Bishop 1989). These are skills essential for
performingmany job tasks, the tools for learningnew tasks, and the foundations upon which
much job-specific knowledge is built. The production ofGIA is multi factor: school attendance
(years completed), quality of schooling, quantity and quality ofout-of-school learning, the
general socio-intellectual environment, innate ability, and other things.
Bishop (1989) summarizes how general intellectual achievement in the U.S. rose steadily
from 1915 to about 1967. For 12-th (and 8-th) graders, GIA went into a decline over 1967-1980,
equaling 1.25 grade equivalents and a 2 grade equivalentdeviation from trend. Since 1980,GIA
of 12-th graders has been increasing again. Thus, what a year of schooling completed measures
has not been constant over time nor does it have a linear trend.. Hence, when individuals
included in a survey have graduated from high school at different times, complex schooling
vintage effectsmay exist, which complicate usingyears of schooling completedas a proxy for
education in cross-sectional and panel studies, and in interpretingthe impact of schooling on
social-economic outcomes.
This information does suggest that a better estimateof the impact or return to a year of
schooling can be obtainedfromU.S.micro-data by including as variables in a regression
equation with an individual's years of schooling hisor her yearof graduation from highschool
(or grade school, if he or she is not a highschool graduate) and a dichotomous variable for
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graduation after 1967. Given the incentive for individuals to obtain schooling.at ayoung age and
to graduate atapproximately the same age, at least.in developed countries, and thatimost surveys
do not ask about ye^ ofhigh school (or elementary school) graduation, we can obtain ^mostthe
same information froman individual'sage. Including asxegressors an individual's age,rather
tVian date ofgraduation arid a dichotomous variable for birth after 1950. contain approximately,.; ,
the same informationas the two variablesconstructed fromyear of graduation^ From the review,
in earlier sections^ recall thathuman capital wage, labor supply, andadoption equations generally
include anindividual's age (and age squared) asregressorsto take accoimt of.fmite life oron-the
job training effects, but production, profit, and cost functions generMlydo not. Hence, estimates
of impactsofschooling from the'latter groupmightbe suspect.
The potential for endogenous or stochastic re^essorbias inhuman capital research area
is especially high. Forexample, in some oftheoff-farm participation and labor supply studies,. ••
farm characteristics like size (acresoperated) andpresence of a dairy enterpriseare used as
regressorsi Our economic models of farm household decision making (fordeveloped countries),
however, imply thatacres operated, presence of a dairy enterprise, andoff-farm.work - .
participation are farmers' choices (and notexogenous orrandomly assigned). Jointly determined
variables are not legitimate regressors,-even thoughthey seemto have large explanatory power.
Similar types of issues' also arise with farmers'- information acquisition and teclmology adoption
andwith variables to explain migration. The solution seems to be careful economic and .
econometricmodeling ofbehavior and outcomes and using instrumental variables for regressors
that may be stochastic because oferidogeneity or seriousmeasurement errors (Green 1997,,
p.435.443). - , , ' '. ' . ^ ^ •
Some researchgaps or potentiallyfhiitful researchdirections exist. First, skilled labor j
and (technologically enhanced) capital services seem to be complements in manufacturing.- •
Agriculture in developedcoimtries is relatively capital intensive too, but except fonfarm
operators'-education, no good evidenceexists on whetherskilled laborand capital services are
substitutes or complements. Also, empirical evidence is missing on the extent to which workers
in agriculture are at a disadvantage (or advantage) compared to .workers in-other sectors for
obtainingproductivity gains from greater worker specialization,or.whether:potential productivity
gains from specialization differ across crop ^d livestock enterprises. .Some large-scale, broiler, . -
swine, cattle feed lot, and dairy operations seem to have production attributes much like
manufacturing plants. A key difference between agriculture and other sectors might be
differences in opportunities to increase labor productivity through larger investments in skill and
specialization ofworkers. A closely relatedissue is how new biotechnology and information
systems affect the demand'for skilled labor in'agriculture.
Second,lalthough farmers' schooling and frequently extension have been shown to
enhance successful adoption of new technologies in agriculture where.heterogeneity of land and'
climate are important;factors, a set ofrelated management decisions has.been largely ignored.,
They are the joint decisions on technology, information acquisition, and risk-bearing methods,
and how farmers' schooling affects these choices. In most agricultural societies,- a wide range of
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options exist for technologies, information, and risk-bearing, but models and empirical m^yses
have generally focused on only one ofthese outcomes.This limits our ability to learn.about
successfulmanagement strategies that farmers use internationallyas the technical and
institutional environments change. It also limits our ability to learn about potentially important
public-private substitution possibilities in providing information and risk-bearing instruments for
farmers. ...
' Third, general intellectual achievement of elementary and secondary school students is
produced both through schooling and put-of-school activities, so the total decline over 1967 to
1980 in GIA cannot be attributed to a decline in the quality of schooling. Hufiftnan (1S|98),
however, summarizes some of the changes in the organization ofU.S. schooling starting in the
late 1960s that undoubtedly contributed significantly to the decline in general intellectual
achievement of students. He and others have concluded that the laist 50 years of schooling
research provides a weak knowledge base for guiding ,schools and school administrators. Too
little is known about the successful organization of schooling for efficient production ofgeneral
intellectual achievement, and new rigorous research is needed.
: Fourth, although it is widely accepted that schooling creates new skills that increase
workers' productivity in market and nonmarket activities, relatively little empirical research has
attempted to identify the effects of adults' schooling on total.farm family income net of farm
expenses. Farm faniilies in most countries have significant nonfarm income, and cash income is
used to purchase consumption goods/inputs, schooling, and health care; Empirical studies have
largely focused on individual pieces of a much larger story, e.g., effects on farm gross output,
farm profit (value added), off-farm wage rates, or off-farm work hours, but this misses some of
the important trade-offs that exist. Although farm income is notorious for large measurement
errors and farm expenses in developed countries generally receive favorable tax treatment, these
do notseem serious enough to prevent^useful research. Given thatgovernments generally,invests
in schooling, research, extension, commodity, and credit programs with some intention of
increasing farm famiUes' income, it is interesting to ask which of them have been successful.
Although Gardner (1992) concluded that there is no empirical evidence in the literature that U.S.
government farm program payments have ihcreased net farm income, it is important for future
research to estimate and compare the impacts of these government policies on farm family
income. . • •
Overall, this chapter has.summarized the impacts of education in agriculture for several
different environments, e.g:, developing country, transition economy, developed country,
technically dynamic, technically static, and concluded that the impacts are positive infsome but
not all environments. It remains somewhat of a puzzle, however, why schooling in developed
countries does not have broader direct impacts in agriculture.- One hypothesis is that the .
dominance of agriculture by biological production processes which are controlled largely by
climate and are land surface-area intensive, at least for crop production, greatly limits the
potential for raising labor productivity through skill acquisition and specialization of labor that is
possiblem the non-farmsector. After reviewing the extensive literature cited in this chapter, one
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should notmiss the fact that the dominant effect of education in agriculture of developed
countries is to aidand assist farm people with education make thetransition to nonfarm work and
ultimately to fiill-time nonfarm occupations. This process has important implications for the
composition ofthe population left behind in agriculture and on the optimal financmg of
schooling in rural areas.
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' Endnotes .
1. Average schooling completion levels of the adultpopulation differgreatly across
countries. Barro md Lee (1993) haverecentlyconstructed good estimates of schooling
completion levels fora set of 125 countries fortheperiod 1960-1985. They report
summaries for regional groups of countries. In 1985, sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia
had the lowest average schooling completion levels for adults, 2.67 and 2.81 years,
respectively. In theMiddle EastandNorthAfrica, the average schooling completion
level was 3.51 years, and in Latin America and the Caribbean the average was 4.47 years.
In other regions, the average schooling completion level for adults was higher, 5.19 years
for East Asia and the Pacific, 8.88 years for the OECD countries, and 9.17 years for
centrally planned economies (excludingChina). No similar international data exists on
schooling completion of the farm population.
2. If an active rental or asset market in farmland does not exist, then farmland is part ofA3.
3. See Martin et al. (1995) for an extensive review ofthe use of foreign, including
undocumented, workers in U.S. agriculture and an examination of the impacts on U.S.
agriculture of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
4. Perloff also concluded that if the supply ofundocumented workers to U.S. agriculture
was to end, the wage rate in agriculture would rise relatively, and significant positive
supply response would arise from low-educated nonurban U.S. workers.
5. See Feder, Just, and Zilberman (1985) for a survey of other economic factors affecting
adoption of technologies in developing countries. See Birkhauser, Evenson, and Feder
(1991) for a review of impacts of agricultural extension on adoption.
6. Benjamin (1992) presents a rigorous modeling and econometric analysis of Java farm
household labor use due to household composition and presence or absence of labor
markets.
7. The authors, however, ignored the possibility that employers ofagricultural workers are
also making a decision about which pay system to offer. This could affect the results
(Gibbons 1999).
8. The seemingly perverse effect of farmers' schooling on cost ofmilk production from
the U.S. Department ofAgriculture 1993 Farm Costs and Return Survey (see Short and
McBride, 1996) seems most likely due to the way schooling is defined (as dichotomous
rather than continuous variable) ^d the fact that ability or age of farmers' is not
controlled for. Before 1940, ability and schooling completion among rural youth were
not positively correlated. With some selection on who chooses to operate a dairy
enterprise, a seemingly positive relationship between schooling and cost should not be
taken as evidence that schooling of dairy farmers is unproductive. A negative schooling
effect on the cost ofmilk production does not show up in a study using later data
(see El-Osta and Johnson 1998).
9. However, a similar model fitted to data for nomnetropolitan nonfarm household income
gave estimated coefficients for husband's and wife's schooling that were about 60 percent
larger than for farm households. This model excluded agricultural prices and climate.
10. See Bishop (1989) for a methodology for constructing vintage of schooling effects in
aggregate data, , , - . ^,
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Figure 1. Optimal Production ofHuman Capital
